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n the late 13th century, an interesting shift took place in the visual representation of authors within European iconography. For 4 centuries prior to this, those composing the written word were most often shown dictating their works instead of writing them, with church fathers either dictating to their own secretaries or transcribing the divine voice of God themselves. But in the late 13th century, noted church fathers such as St. Paul and St. John began appearing as writing down their own words instead of dictating. By the early 14th century, both church and secular authors were shown almost exclusively reading and writing silently (Saenger, 1982, pp. 388-389) .
This change in visual representation, of course, reflects the culmination of a centuries-long shift from oral literacy to silent composing processes, the latter of which persist to this day. But as Welch (1999) , Ong (1982) , and others have noted, we appear to be living within a historical period in which the primacy of silent reading and writing is being contested by a "secondary orality" supported by various technologies. Among these is voice-recognition dictation software, which allows authors to speak into a headset and see their words appear instantly on the computer screen, with varying degrees of accuracy. Although currently used mostly by disabled authors or those with dire speed requirements, voice recognition has the potential to be a useful technology for bridging the spoken and written word. If so, it will take its place among a number of other emerging communication technologies designed to support the multiple literacies of the postmodern era. Looking at the long history of dictation-from its roots in classical rhetoric to today's voice-recognition software-can help us understand how shifts in current Western literacy practices are often formulated by compromises between technological intent and social and cultural constraints. That is the purpose of this article: to document historical changes in the practice of dictation that might in turn help us understand the technological and cultural mediation of voice recognition in the digital age.
To begin, I examine the history of dictation practices in late antiquity and the Middle Ages to show not only how silent writing is a fairly recent phenomenon in Western civilization but also how even slight changes in the material conditions of reading and writing altered the relationship of author to text and may do so once again should voice recognition become widely adopted in the future. In examining the history of dictation, I employ Vygotsky's (1981) historical-genetic method to demonstrate the various ways in which dictation practices have changed with technological innovation across the full spectrum of Western history. Although Vygotsky used this method to explore the origins of certain human psychological functions and their relation to signs, Haas (1999) has demonstrated its usefulness in examining the multidimensional nature of literacy practices as they intersect with mediating technologies over time: "A Vygotskian approach to the study of technology . . . suggests (a) that multiple technologies for literacy exist, (b) that their history-of-use is complex and overlapping, and (c) that technology's uses are tied intrinsically to other human activities" (p. 213).
Second, I concentrate on the technological support of dictation practices-from the introduction of the typewriter in the late 19th century to the present day use of voice-recognition technology-to demonstrate how technological implementations are often affected by reigning cultural practices in ways that sometimes diverge from intended design. The study of how human actions are mediated by tools has been a hallmark of Soviet activity theory from its inception, but Cole (1996) has done much to highlight the "duality of media-tion," or how tool use is constrained by past and current cultural forces:
Cultural mediation implies a mode of developmental change in which the activities of prior generations are cumulated in the present as the specifically human part of the environment. This form of development, in turn, implies the special importance of the social world in human development, since only other human beings can create the special conditions needed for development to occur. (p. 145) As a generation that has known mostly silent writing, we might be tempted at first to dismiss computerized dictation as a technological gimmick that disrupts our embedded silent literacy practices. And we might be right. But as my cultural-historical analysis will show, dictation has often served as a useful bridge between the spoken and written word, depending on certain cultural and technological factors present in society.
In closing, I speculate on how professional communicators might use voice recognition-amid a diverse palette of other emerging communication technologies-to once again bridge these two modes of literacy. Its success, I argue, will depend largely on how well it is integrated with socially constructed rhetorical practices that are mediated by both coexisting technologies and certain social and economic factors regulating these technologies. In time, professional communicators may find voice recognition a useful literacy tool not only for harnessing the power of secondary orality but also for supporting some forms of collective authorship.
HISTORY OF DICTATION
Long before its use in modern business offices, dictation served as a distinct tool of literacy within the ancient world.
Dictation in Late Antiquity
As most students of rhetoric know, the ancient Greeks, along with other early societies throughout the Mediterranean, had long used sophisticated memory devices and oral delivery to transmit cultural narratives across generations. When writing was introduced, dictation served as a bridge by which people transferred information from 296 JBTC / July 2004 one mode of storage to another, from their cultural memory to papyrus scrolls, much like information is being transferred today from paper to digital form. For example, some scholars have argued that the Odyssey of Homer was originally an oral composition retained in collective memory for some time before eventually being dictated into written form.
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But long after writing evolved in the early Mediterranean basin, orality and dictation remained important parts of the literacy landscape. For example, dictation was used as a method of book production by Roman publishers, who employed multiple scribes to jot down the dictation of a single reader, thus producing "the largest number of copies . . . in the shortest time" (Skeat, 1956, p. 189) . Dictation was also favored by Rome's educated class for writing letters and other short documents. According to Plutarch (1999) , Julius Caesar dictated from horseback during the Gallic War, often using more than one secretary at once, and throughout his rule, he used dictation to maintain an extensive network of correspondence with friends and allies all over the city and empire (p. 316). In addition, we know from Cicero's (1978) numerous extant letters that he sometimes dictated to his slave Tiro, who in turn penned his own treatise, Notae Tironianae, about a shorthand method he developed and used. But dictation was not Cicero's preferred method of composition, as we know from a letter to his brother Quintus (Cicero, 1978, p. 285) .
According to Murphy (1974) , responding to a letter in one's own handwriting was considered a sign of politeness in learned Roman society, due probably to the uniqueness of a personally handwritten response compared to the more widely used practice of dictation (p. 198) . But despite such rules of etiquette, dictation remained a frequent social, business, and government literacy practice within the late empire-though not without its critics. Quintilian (1903) , for one, cautioned against dictation, fearing it not only eradicated the editorial function of slower manual writing but also disrupted the silent reflection necessary for good writing: discourse connected; expressions which partake neither of the accuracy of the writer nor of the animation of the speaker; while, if the person who takes down what is dictated, prove, from slowness in writing, or from inaccuracy in reading, a hindrance, as it were, to us, the course of our thought is obstructed, and all the fire that had been conceived in our mind is dispelled by delay, or, sometimes, by anger at the offender. . . . In short, to mention once for all the strongest argument against dictation, privacy is rendered impossible by it; and that a spot free from witnesses, and the deepest possible silence, are the most desirable for persons engaged in writing, no one can doubt. (X, iii, 19-20, 22) Such cautions aside, dictation was popular among the Romans for perhaps another reason: Their reading methods remained closely tied to a predominant orality. As a rule, Roman books and letters contained no punctuation, case distinction, or word separation, reflecting the fact that letters and syllables-not individual words-were the primary units of meaning. Reciting aloud to others or softly to themselves, Roman readers scanned the text syllable by syllable to extract meaning. According to Saenger (1982) , Romans viewed writing as "essentially a transcription which, like modern musical notation, became an intelligible message only when it was performed orally to others or to oneself" (pp. 370-371). Thus, although the written word was an important mode of information storage and message transmission, it remained almost exclusively a means by which to recreate discursive products born into a predominantly oral world.
Dictation in the Middle Ages
As Roman prominence faded, however, the uses of dictation began to change. After the fall of the Roman Empire, dictation took on another function within a fragmented society in which literacy was often the exception rather than the rule. Instead of educated and literate Caesars, remains of the empire were sometimes ruled by illiterate barbarian kings who needed assistance in communicating their messages over vast distances if they hoped to keep their minions in line. Following the conquest of Italy by Theodoric the Ostrogoth in A.D. 489, for example, Cassidorius served as quaestor to the illiterate king and was ultimately responsible for much of the royal communication:
skill did not exist. No doubt the practice of verbatim dictation could still have been employed, but the comparatively low educational level of the dictating person would surely have militated against any high degree of excellence in the resulting compositions. (Murphy, 1974, p. 198) Dictation, in such situations, was not a strict transcription of spoken words but instead an ad hoc elaboration of vocalized royal gist.
In a variety of manifestations, the act of dictation remained a popular mode of composing throughout the early Middle Ages yet was distinctly different from Roman practices. For one, there was no form of shorthand such as that used by Cicero's secretary. Instead, 12th-century authors dictated their mental prose to scribes who often jotted down edited summaries of the words they heard. Afterward, secretaries had to reconstruct the authors' intentions, resulting in an early form of collaborative writing (Saenger, 1982, pp. 381-382) . Indeed, composition in the Middle Ages was a form of distributed cognition that often involved the participation of multiple minds from invention to finished product. As Carruthers (1990) pointed out, medieval composing entailed a number of distinct stages, beginning with invention, a meditative, recollective process in which composers searched their own mental inventory. The results of this search were called the res, a fleshed-out gist or rough draft of the composition that still needed editing and reworking. Following invention was compositio, in which the products of invention were used to craft a more fully formed draft called the dictamen.
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Compositio often involved the use of waxed tablets or other correctable media, but if the author was mature and experienced, the process could be entirely mental. After the dictamen was completed, a scribe would copy it on a more permanent surface for submission to the public for commentary (Carruthers, 1990, pp. 194-195) .
Although different in form from its Roman counterpart, dictation during the Middle Ages was still closely linked with a predominant orality resembling that of the Romans. The written word was slowly achieving a venerated position within the medieval world, but dictation remained the favored method of composition. This method, as Clanchy (1979) noted, sustained a gap between the material production of written works and the concept of being literate: authors . . . did their own writing, but they are the exceptions and they distinguished that activity from composition. (p. 218) One of the most important genres of composition during the Middle Ages was the dictated letter, which served as the foundation for the ars dictaminis, a pedagogical movement that kept rhetorical theory alive during what has traditionally been viewed as a dark period in the history of rhetoric (see Camargo, 1988 , for an alternative historiography). Occurring between the early 11th and late 13th centuries, the ars dictaminis was a popular form of applied rhetoric that involved teaching the art of letter writing based on principles of Ciceronian rhetoric. Although the movement later devolved into formulaic methods that quashed all true forms of invention, it initially drew inspiration from two ancient rhetorical treatises-Cicero's De Inventione and the pseudo-Ciceronian Rhetorica ad Herennium (Patt, 1978, p. 152) . Both of these standards of the ancient rhetorical canon emphasized, among other things, the extensive use of elaborate memory systems for aiding the rhetor in delivery of a speech.
Discussion of medieval dictation practices often brings up the paradox that many institutions in which dictation supposedly took place were monasteries with strict rules about maintaining silence. How could monks toiling under such rules use oral composition practices to carry out their work? As Saenger (1982) explained, most monastic orders for many centuries saw no conflict between practicing oral composition and adhering to the vow of silence:
According to their rule, twelfth-century Cluniac monks were judged to have violated their vows of silence only when a word they spoke was not written in the text. Through oral readings and rote memorization Benedictine monks retained the biblical and patristic passages they would later use during the hours reserved for silent meditation. Oral composition was similarly not usually construed as a violation of the vow of silence. Thus, treatises on the ars dictaminis, which explained the rhythmic rules of the cursus, were composed by Cistercian monks, who lived under a rule of silence more strict than that of the Benedictines. (p. 383) By the 14th century, however, composition practices had largely fallen silent due to a number of factors that began to take place as early as the 7th century. First of all, as Latin texts spread across Europe to the outer boundaries of the empire, they moved further and further into isolated territories of vernacular language, far removed from 300 JBTC / July 2004 their original oral base. There in the hinterlands, the scriptura continua of written Roman letters proved more difficult to decipher for monastic scribes with a poor command of Latin. To compensate, authors began placing spaces between words so they could be read aloud properly.
Although it was at first received hesitantly on the Continent, this separation of text into discrete words represented a "major advance toward silent reading" (Saenger, 1982, p. 377) , and during the next 3 centuries, word separation and silent reading-as well as silent writing-came to be accepted literacy practices throughout Europe. Due to a stubborn residual orality, however, the shift to silent reading and writing practices occurred so slowly over many generations that it was almost imperceptible to those living during the time (Clanchy, 1979, p. 219) . For example, the composition of Latin scholastic texts shifted from dictation to silent writing relatively quickly, but texts written in Romance vernaculars, which were more closely tied to a living language, continued to be dictated for a much longer period because of their listening audience and a lack of orthographic uniformity (Saenger, 1997, p. 266) . As Ong (1982) put it, "Latin had undergone a sound-sight split" (p. 113).
Although this shift in the modes of written production was reflected in changes to iconographic representations of scribes and authors during these centuries, such representations failed to capture the immense psychological changes that occurred in how authors viewed their texts:
As a result of the new ease in writing, the author achieved a new sense of intimacy and privacy in his work. In solitude he was personally able to manipulate drafts on separate quires and sheets. He could see his manuscript as a whole, develop internal relationships, and eliminate redundancies common to the dictated literature of the twelfth century. He could also, at his leisure, easily add supplements and revisions to his text at any point before forwarding it to a scriptorium for publication. (Saenger, 1982, p. 390) Perhaps the greatest change came from the author's holistic view of the emerging text. For centuries, dictating authors had been plagued with not being able to easily visualize what they had already dictated. As a result, they were torn between recalling what they had already dictated and what they wished to say in the future. But with the advent of silent reading and writing practices, at least one part of this cognitive memory load was obviated, allowing authors to concentrate more purely on production of what they wanted to say.
This shift in how authors viewed their texts was also at least partly responsible for a profound longitudinal change in cultural perceptions of authorship. According to Petrucci (1995) , during the late Middle Ages, distinctions between dictation by "memory and voice alone, without hand or eye" and the continuatio scribendi, or continuous writing, of silent composition showed how gradual increases in autograph writing were "situated in the context of a complex and vast transformation of the intellectual professions themselves" (pp. 148-149). For example, Bonaventura da Bagnoregio observed at the time four distinct types of writers: the scriptor, who wrote the work of others, adding or changing nothing; the compilator, who wrote the work of others, making additions that are not his own; the commentator, who wrote the work of others and his own work, but only as secondary material; and the auctor, who wrote his own work and that of others, but mostly his own. Bonaventura placed this last category, which represented the "new intellectual of scholastic/university culture," at the very top of a hierarchical progression based entirely on the practice of writing, linking the scribe and the author without any break in continuity as it embraced and defined the entire panorama of possible intellectual activities within the institutional and physical framework of the operations of writing. (Petrucci, 1995, p. 149) Yet Woodmansee (1994) observed that "while Bonaventura's auctor seems to be making a substantial (original) contribution of his own, he does so as part of an enterprise conceived collaboratively" (p. 17). In essence, the idea of individual authorship had taken root in the late Middle Ages but existed in a world of written literacy that was still predominantly oral and collaborative in nature.
As I discuss next, this germinal notion of individualized authorship took several centuries to become firmly entrenched in European culture, where it was supported not only by technological changes in the means of production and distribution but by cultural and philosophical changes that still reverberate today in professional attitudes toward writing and authorship.
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The Demise of Memoria Just as the ancients had relied on commonplaces to guide their delivery of speeches, so too did dictating authors in late antiquity and the Middle Ages use highly evolved memory systems to sustain dictation of lengthy works and to avoid the excess of copia, or redundancies, that marked much writing during this period. According to Carruthers (1990) , one of the foremost authors of the Middle Ages to use mnemonic techniques during dictation was Thomas Aquinas, who regularly dictated his longer works to secretaries, sometimes using more than one scribe at a time. In his early works, Aquinas often jotted down a rough draft in a shorthand style illegible to anyone but himself, then dictated these rough notes to his secretaries. In later works, such as the Summa Theologica, however, he skipped the jotted draft altogether and dictated directly to his secretaries "as if a great torrent of truth were pouring into him from God," as one witness put it (Carruthers, 1990, p. 6) . But for many authors who did not have an advanced sense of memory to guide their planning and production of text, dictation was often merely a string of off-the-cuff remarks orally transmitted to a scribe.
With the advent of silent writing, however, the distance between author and written product collapsed, allowing authors to edit outas they composed-certain pleonasms endemic to speech and oralbased thought:
Eliminating redundancy on a significant scale demands a timeobviating technology, writing, which imposes some kind of strain on the psyche in preventing expression from falling into its more natural patterns. The psyche can manage the strain in part because handwriting is physically such a slow process-typically about one-tenth of the speed of oral speech. . . . With writing, the mind is forced into a sloweddown pattern that affords it the opportunity to interfere with and reorganize its more normal, redundant processes. (Ong, 1982, p. 40) Ong (1982) discussed at length the way writing restructures consciousness, and though some might label him a technological determinist for such thinking, his comparison of orality's redundancies and writing's reflective reorganization of thought focuses solely on affordances brought about by changes in the material conditions of composition. The opportunities for reflection and revision afforded by silent writing undoubtedly contributed to the decline of dictation as the primary form of composing, but other changes appear to have Honeycutt / LITERACY AND THE WRITING VOICE 303 contributed as well, such as improvements in writing tools and the greater availability of cheaper paper.
Whatever the reasons, by the late 14th century, silent composing had largely displaced dictation, which was relegated to the emerging professional class of bureaucratic notaries. As dictation waned, the ars dictaminis also began to fade and was subsumed into a broader range of formal rhetorical pedagogy that included training in speechmaking and lectures, commentaries on the Ciceronian rhetorics, and a special 2-year course on the art of being a notary (Camargo, 1995, p. 90) .
Precipitated in some part by the fading popularity of dictation and the advent of silent writing, the steady decline in the memory arts began during this period, though memoria would not be eclipsed by methods of rational empiricism for several centuries. In the 16th century, Peter Ramus would move memoria as well as invention and arrangement under the province of dialectic, leaving only style and delivery to rhetoric proper. As Welch (1999) has argued, the result was that "'style' and a narrow idea of delivery then received more emphasis and . . . a more imbalanced style or language decoration gathered great power that continues today" (p. 150). The void within rhetoric caused by Ramus's division of the canons was filled during the next 2 centuries by a number of logicians and new rhetoricians whose works-including Joseph Priestley's Course of Lectures on Oratory and Criticism in 1762 and George Campbell's Philosophy of Rhetoric in 1776-touted introspective forms of method and invention based on rational and empirical accounts of the mind (Crowley, 1990) . The result, as Crowley (1990) noted, was that memory and invention moved away from their traditional moorings in collective opinion, as espoused by the ancients, to reside solely within the mind of the individual author.
Although some might argue that advances in textual storage technologies contributed in large part to the demise of memoria, Crowley (1993) believed it fell victim to three ideas that emerged within modernism, namely, the sovereignty of individual authors, language as a medium reflecting thought, and preference for the rational method as a means of invention (p. 41). Ultimately, however, memoria fell into decline from a mixture of both cultural and technological factors. Memoria, as Crowley has shown, was a socially based heuristic system reduced to an individual cognitive activity in part by certain intellectual trends within modernism. Yet recent work in activity theory has analyzed memory as not only an individual cognitive process but also a social process grounded in collective action (Scribner & Beach, 1993) .
The individualizing trends of modernism may have done much to erase the traditionally collective nature of memoria, but we cannot overlook other events associated with the rise of individualism during this period. Foucault (1979) has done much to show how various trends within modernism affected what he called the "author function"-the institutional way in which certain discourses exist, circulate, and function within society over time. For Foucault, one of the primary traits of the author function is that it affects the operation of discourse differently across time and cultures, with the Middle Ages and early modernism having vastly different perceptual notions of authorship. Barthes (1977) has argued that this modern notion of individualized authorship grew out of several trends in European history at the dawn of the modern era, namely "English empiricism, French rationalism and the personal faith of the Reformation" (pp. 142-143).
Concurrent with these philosophical changes in modernism were economic and technological changes that also contributed to the concept of the individual author. It is no mere historical coincidence, for example, that the eventual demise of memoria roughly coincided with the greatest expansion of literacy technology up to that time-the printing press. As Baron (2000) has argued, the expanded distribution of written works via print eventually led to legal and economic changes in the definition of authorship, first as a legal mechanism and then as an economic one: "Authors gain [ed] increasing recognition in legal proceedings involving the disposition of their work, from being held criminally responsible to being recognized as at least original owners" (p. 65).
The centuries following the introduction of the printing press saw an explosion in the textualization of information that earlier had been transmitted through oral tradition. As Tebeaux (1997) has noted, this textualization contributed not only to the rise of individualism but also to early forms of technical writing:
By the second decade of the seventeenth century, the expanding content of technical books suggested that with appropriate and sufficient knowledge, the individual could do anything-raise silkworms, bring a child into the world, repair highways, recognize and treat disease. Knowledge acquired through schools and personal reading made the individual's horizons limitless. While oral transmission of information was limited by the individual's memory, textualized knowledgeproperly written and displayed-could be read, re-read, and then used Honeycutt / LITERACY AND THE WRITING VOICE 305 for reference. In the true spirit of Aquinas, the individual had become, by way of the text, the measure of things. By command of text man had become, as it were, master of his own destiny. (p. 13)
Instead of vilifying Ramus for dividing the rhetorical canon, Tebeaux (1997) credited him with inspiring new forms of printed text based on visual principles for organizing and classifying arguments and information. These principles eventually led to widespread changes in typography and page design that emphasized clarity and readability. What had once been warehoused in the halls of memoria was now committed by individual authors to the printed page-in both textual and graphic form-for easy reference by individuals, who more and more read silently to themselves in isolation. During several centuries, a series of technological, economic, and intellectual forces had converged to bring the chattering literacy of late antiquity and the Middle Ages to a close. Dictation had been eclipsed by silent writing.
TECHNOLOGIES OF THE WORD
The previous history of dictation has shown how even slight changes in the material conditions of writing production had a social impact on the process of composition as a literacy practice. As recent work in activity theory has demonstrated, the mediation of tools or artifacts has been overlooked in social analyses for many years, especially when it applies to production of language (Cole & Engeström, 1993) . In this section, I demonstrate how increasingly complex literacy tools developed during the next several centuries helped renew interest in dictation as an important bridge between burgeoning written literacy and the emerging concept of secondary orality. But I also show how the introduction of these technologies was often culturally mediated through existing literacy practices with roots formed in previous centuries.
Dictation and Silent Literacy
In addition to making composition more of a singular literacy practice that allowed authors to focus on removing redundancies and other oral artifacts from their emerging texts, silent reading and writing became during the Protestant Reformation extremely useful tools for formulating and communicating dissenting religious views in pri- 306 JBTC / July 2004 vate. Although the printing press did much to help spread Protestant religious and political views throughout Europe, Saenger (1982) noted that silent reading and writing practices were also instrumental in spreading reformist ideas among Europe's elite, who could consume and transmit these ideas in private without immediate fear of reprisal from Rome. In addition, as silent writing helped reduce the real and psychological distance between author and page, it eliminated dependency on the labor of others. During the Middle Ages, the composing process had been a two-tiered system of literacy in which one person composed and the other transcribed. In many regards, the longer dictation persisted as a primary mode of composition, the longer written literacy remained the province only of the ruling elite, the only ones capable of affording a scribe. Once silent writing caught on, dictation was relegated to limited and specialized uses because it perpetuated this two-class system of elite author and lower-class amanuensis. Because silent composing was as cheap as the paper and pen used to write, it was much more democratic than dictation, which required a servant or hired hand, at least until supporting technologies were introduced in the 20th century.
Following its decline in the Middle Ages, dictation was used mainly by authors who either disdained the physical act of writing or were disabled from writing in a silent manner. Blind like the poet Homer many centuries before, John Milton, for example, dictated Paradise Lost to his daughters. But given the gradual spread of written literacy throughout Europe during the Renaissance, Milton's dictation practices were decidedly different from those of scribes in late antiquity and the Middle Ages. As Goody (1987) explained, Milton's dictation cannot compare to that of the Romans:
Obviously Milton used verse forms and styles that were developed through writing; the theme itself is the creation of high literate culture, the product of a developing tradition. "Oral composition" in such a context is quite a different process from composition in a purely oral culture. (p. 92) The difference between modern dictation and those of the ancients, then, is one mainly of context. In late antiquity and the early Middle Ages, the written word in many respects was intended to mimic the oral word that was favored by those cultures. Latin texts contained no punctuation or word divisions, making their production and reading closely tied to the predominant orality. Modern dictation practices, Honeycutt / LITERACY AND THE WRITING VOICE 307 however, work in the opposite direction. Modern dictators use secondary orality to mimic the artifacts of an entrenched written literacy. Not only that, Milton was writing within a cultural milieu in which the notion of the individual author had firmly taken root.
Like centuries of scribes before them, Milton's daughters used only a pen to take dictation, but in the late 19th century, the invention of the typewriter helped create renewed interest in dictation for many authors. Foremost among these was Henry James, who in 1896 developed a chronic pain in his right wrist caused by long years at his writing desk. As a result, he tried dictating to a shorthand stenographer, but after growing impatient waiting for shorthand to be transcribed into text, he soon began dictating straight to a typist. This new method of composition initially raised concerns by critics about the effects on his prose style, to which James answered, "I can be trusted . . . not to be simplified by any shortcut or falsified by any facility" (Edel, 1969, p. 176) . But as one of his biographers noted, stylistic differences were bound to emerge:
Henry James writing, and Henry James dictating, were different persons. His sentences were to become, in time, elaborate-one might indeed say baroque-filled with qualifications and parentheses; he seemed often in a letter to begin a sentence without knowing what its end would be, and he allowed it to meander river-like into surprising turns and loops. . . . Certain indirections and qualifications had always existed. But the spoken voice was to be heard henceforth in James's prose, not only in the rhythm and ultimate perfection of his verbal music, but in his use of colloquialisms and in a more extravagant play of fancy, a greater indulgence in elaborate and figured metaphors, and in great proliferating similes. (Edel, 1969, pp. 176-177) As the pain in his wrist subsided, James eventually returned to writing certain private letters by hand in the evenings. And he continued to use handwriting for composing both plays and short stories, realizing that a concise style was necessary for such compact genres. But for the remainder of his life, James composed all prose and much of his public correspondence by dictating to a typist.
The Divisions of Literacy Labor
Yet the typewriter did more than help renew interest in dictation among a few literary authors with severe cases of wrist strain. As Yates (1989) has noted, the typewriter was instrumental in the rise of a 308 JBTC / July 2004 systems approach to business management that focused on efficiency and cost reduction at all levels of production. Prior to the typewriter, dictation played only a limited role in the business world, but in the 1880s, businesses began adopting the new invention on a much wider scale, and from then on, typing and stenography emerged among office workers as complementary skills for the rapid production of documents. According to Yates, the merging of these skills led to the complete separation of document composition from final production and served the efficiency goals of systems management quite well:
By taking physical production out of the hands of those who composed the messages, stenographers and typists reduced the amount of time the highly paid executive spent on correspondence. The typewriter itself decreased the amount of less expensive clerical time taken to transcribe correspondence from dictation or from a handwritten draft. Moreover, by replacing illegible scrawls with neat, print-like text, the typewriter reduced both the time needed to read the document initially and the time needed to locate a given document in the files later. Finally, the large workforce of trained typists and secretaries helped standardize the formats and conventions for the new genres of internal written communication. (p. 44) The adoption of dictation machines in the early 20th century created an even more distinct disconnect between the dictated word and its physical manifestation. The early Ediphone and Dictaphone machines of the late 19th century had housed the recorder and player in a single unit; however, in the early 20th century, equipment manufacturers began producing two separate machines, one used by executives for recording dictation and a second used by the transcriptionist (Morton, 2001) . Dictation had always created a gap between composition and written production, but this new line of dictation machines separated the two even further, transforming the spoken words of corporate executives into material artifacts that could be replayed asynchronously by workers in the typing pool. Author and scribe no longer had to be present in the same room, which as you will recall, was one of Quintilian's (1903) reasons for eschewing dictation: "We feel ashamed at times to hesitate, or stop, or alter, as if we were afraid to have a witness of our weakness" (X, iii, 19). Transcriptionists were still needed to type recorded words onto paper, but dictating authors were now able to compose in private. With this division of labor came a somewhat greater textual responsibility on the part of the originating author. Scribes and dictators had formed a system of distributed cognition during late antiquity and the Middle Ages, but with the distancing quality of this new dictation technology, transcribers served less as collaborators in the writing process and more as conduits to the final textual product. Transcribers undoubtedly performed some grammar and spell-checking functions of the general skills secretary, but the dictating author was now more responsible for managing the form and content of the emerging text.
For a number of reasons, though, Dictaphones were never as universally adopted as typewriters. First, unlike the typewriter, the Dictaphone was designed and marketed for use solely by executives as a way to achieve even greater efficiency because secretaries could spend more time typing instead of taking shorthand. Second, as Lupton (1993) noted, some executives were resistant to the methods of systems management:
Executives often have resisted relinquishing their personal assistants, who are a sign of status as well as a source of consistent, customized help. Likewise, executive secretaries pride themselves on the specialized knowledge and range of skills involved in working with one "boss. " (p. 53) Third, the closely supervised nature of the transcription pool and the repetitive boredom of typing letters made the pools unpopular environments, and those who were later promoted to private secretary positions resisted using the Dictaphone because it was a symbol of lower-class employment. Generally, transcriptionists also disliked using the Dictaphone because the recordings were hard to understand and the headsets were uncomfortable (Morton, 2001) .
The technological transformation of office work also helped create a sexual division of office labor that has persisted to this day (for an extreme example, see Figure 1 ). Prior to the Civil War, clerks who performed office work had been overwhelmingly male. But during the war, women came forward to fill emergency labor shortages in some offices, and between the advent of the typewriter and the beginning of the Great Depression, the number of women filling clerical positions continued to rise, encouraged to some extent by the advent of the typewriter and Dictaphone. In 1880, 40% of the stenographers and typists were women; by 1900, more than 75% were women, and by 1930, almost 95% were women (Davies, 1982, pp. 79-80) . Although Lupton (1993) and Yates (1989) believed the typewriter's increasing popularization helped boost the number of women working in busi-310 JBTC / July 2004 ness offices, Lubar (1993) felt the typewriter played only a minor role in the sexual division of office work during this period:
The growing number of educated women looking for work in the late 1800s was a more important factor, as were managerial decisions to establish a division of labor in clerical work. Women who acquired the specialized skill needed to run the machine fit neatly into the new subdivided structure of work. Because it was a new machine, with no tradition of either a male or a female operator, the typewriter allowed women to come into the office without appearing to take over men's work. By 1920 office work was being done largely by women. Women office workers were, for the most part, young, unmarried, and living with their families. Most were from lower-middle-class backgrounds. They were under strict supervision at work, and were usually expected to quit when they got married. (p. 36) Even though office work was often monotonous, the female office worker was portrayed in popular literature and film during the first part of the 20th century as an exciting urban adventurer; the "flapper" of the 1920s, for example, was most often a typist (Lupton, 1993, p. 45) . Some postcards from this period even portrayed female clerical workers as seductive "vamps" engaged in affairs with their employers (Fine, 1990, pp. 108-109) . Following the Great Depression, advertisements often portrayed the typewriter as being operated solely by women and as mediating between the active decision making of male bosses and the passive service of female secretaries, who were seen as mere extensions of the machine's functionality. According to Lupton (1993) , only the introduction of personal computers in the 1980s began to dissociate the keyboard from "women's work" and the female body; as a result, "young men now are encouraged to learn touch-typing in high school, enabling them to operate computer keyboards not only as managers and technicians but as secretaries and 'temps'" (p. 48).
Looking closely at trends in this technological history of dictation, we can see that many of the beliefs driving the systems approach to management during the late 19th and early 20th centuries had their roots in some of the same modernist concepts that Crowley (1993) felt were responsible for the demise of memoria: faith in rationalism, the sovereignty of individual authors, and adherence to the scientific method. In their efforts to wring maximum efficiency out of every single worker, proponents of systems management introduced technoHoneycutt / LITERACY AND THE WRITING VOICE 311 logical supports for dictation that disrupted the traditionally collaborative relationship between dictator and scribe. Many executives and secretaries resisted such technological initiatives because of entrenched cultural attitudes toward both their work activities and their social position as workers. Male executives were not inclined to give up their personal secretaries, who were both status symbols and close collaborators. Secretaries resisted the change because as a transcriptionist, they were relegated to lower-class status within the firm and restricted to boring, repetitive work, often for multiple bosses; as a personal secretary, on the other hand, they were assigned to only one executive and usually worked on multiple tasks throughout the day. Although technologically enhanced dictation was practiced in many larger firms with separate typing pools, dictation machines were never used by a critical mass of companies because their very use went against the prevailing cultural practices of office work, some of which were inherited from literacy practices extending back several centuries. Despite modernism's emphasis on individual authorship, dictation in professional communication apparently was still largely a social act. 
DICTATION AND THE FUTURE OF PROFESSIONAL COMMUNICATION
Despite advances in audiotape technology that made dictation easier to record and play back than it was with the wax cylinders and wires of earlier dictation machines, the use of dictation equipment in professional settings never reached the levels hoped for by early designers. At the peak of the Dictaphone's popularity in the early 1920s, only about 20,000 machines were sold each year compared to more than 500,000 typewriters sold annually (Morton, 2001) . During the 1950s, the Dictaphone Company's audiotape systems became synonymous with dictation equipment and were used during the next three decades by a number of large corporations supporting typing pools. In response, Tebeaux (1983) suggested adding dictation training to the technical writing curriculum to better prepare students for the technological environment that awaited them in the workforce. She argued that learning to use dictation to compose would help students not only to produce first drafts more efficiently but also to produce writing that was more speech-like and, in the long run, to become more fluent writers. But Tebeaux could not have predicted that many of the centralized word-processing centers at that time would be gone in just a few short years. As personal computers reached the corporate desktop in the late 1980s, dictation and typing pools began to fall by the wayside. Individuals who had used dictation to compose began switching over to word processors because they were easy to use for composing, revising, and storing electronic documents. For example, Howard Gardner (personal communication, June 6, 2002) , author of the theory of multiple intelligences, had dictated most of his academic work for years prior to this time, but when word processors came into vogue, he stopped dictating altogether. After the 1980s, dictation and transcription systems seem to have prospered only in limited areas of professional communication in which speed of composition is important, such as in legal and medical communication.
In the mid-1980s, voice-recognition technology began to emerge in the commercial market, and Spooner (1988) soon noted how this technology, by using the spoken word to quickly produce a visual representation of the emerging text, combined the primary benefits of dictation machines and word processors. Although dictating authors had relied for centuries on memory to guide the production of text, they were able to access their text only through scribal read out. With voice-recognition technology came perhaps the greatest material Honeycutt / LITERACY AND THE WRITING VOICE 313 change in the production of dictated documents-the ability to draw instantaneously on previously produced text. At least one study (Reece & Cumming, 1996) has suggested this technology may actually lessen the need for preproduction planning when dictating.
The early voice-recognition systems that emerged in the mid-1980s were clumsy, inaccurate, and awkward because they were based on discrete speech recognition models in which authors had to pause between every word for the system to parse their speech. By 1994, researchers had developed continuous speech recognition models that allowed dictators to speak at a normal conversational pace, with slightly higher recognition accuracy rates. But in a study of such systems, Karat, Halverson, Horn, and Karat (1999) found that novices often got caught in a repeating cascade of errors because they tried to correct recognition inaccuracies using speech commands whereas experienced users tended to rely on keyboarding to make such corrections. The novices quickly realized that errors were often related to the quality of their speech, yet they seemed unable to sense these speech-related errors as easily as the errors they made during touchtyping. As a result, the novices either constantly monitored the screen for errors or relied more heavily on proofreading to find them.
If recognition inaccuracies can be held to a tolerable level in the future-either through technical advances or user training-then voice-recognition technology may have important impacts on professional communication, depending on a number of factors. As Bolter and Grusin (1999) have argued, new digital technologies are more than just technical artifacts; they "constitute networks or hybrids that can be expressed in physical, social, aesthetic, and economic terms. Introducing a new media technology does not mean simply inventing new hardware and software, but rather fashioning (or refashioning) such a network" (p. 19). Although technical improvements will likely be made, we should expect, given our knowledge about the history of dictation, that the future role of voice recognition in the writing process will be mediated by coexisting communication technologies and by such cultural factors as attitudes toward individual authorship and the prevalence of oral modes of literacy.
The Mediation of Competing and Companion Technologies
The keyboard, of course, is as old as the typewriter itself, but the typewriter did not become a ubiquitous writing instrument over- 314 JBTC / July 2004 night. In fact, the invention was largely ignored when first introduced in the late 19th century. E. Remington & Sons, a gun, sewing machine, and farm implement manufacturer, introduced the first commercially viable typewriter in the United States in 1874. But the company had difficulty selling the invention because of poor marketing and because few people could type faster than they could write in cursive hand (Baron, 2000, p. 201) . Faced with poor sales, Remington eventually sold the invention to one of its sales agents, William Wyckoff, who began an aggressive marketing campaign and opened typing schools throughout the country to train clerks in how to use it. By the late 1880s, touch-typing techniques using all 10 fingers had been developed, and speed-typing contests were held on a regular basis, with winners soon breaking the 100-word-per-minute mark. Without Wyckoff's orchestrated marketing and training, the typewriter might have languished even longer before people saw its utility as a literacy tool. Even when it became popular, most people used it as a scribal tool for transcription and duplication, not as a direct tool of authoring, as we use computers in the digital age.
Today, keyboarding is such a popular literacy skill that we can hardly imagine voice recognition displacing it anytime soon. Even simple attempts to replace the inefficient QWERTY keyboard arrangement-developed by inventor Christopher Sholes to prevent typebars from jamming on his early typewriters-with the more efficient Dovarak arrangement have met with stiff resistance. As the experienced users in the study by Karat et al. (1999) demonstrated, voice recognition and keyboarding at this stage of development seem to work best as complementary technologies, allowing a writer to quickly produce a rough draft via speech and then correct errors and revise the document using the keyboard. But as Baron (2000) has pointed out, the "overriding production issue through the ages has been speed" (p. 198) . And perhaps accuracy too. If word recognition accuracy increases to the point at which users can consistently produce clean drafts faster than they can with keyboarding, then voice recognition has a chance of becoming a widely adopted literacy tool in the corporate workplace. If it does not, voice recognition, for the foreseeable future, will be adopted mostly by disabled people. A person who types 120 words per minute is unlikely to consider voice recognition-especially with its initially poor accuracy rates-as an alternative to keyboarding.
You can, however, achieve fairly high recognition accuracy ratesbut only if you make a concerted effort to improve your pronuncia-tion and diction and speak in continuous phrases so that the computer can parse your speech correctly. Yet few people today seem accustomed to composing text in fluent, continuous sentences, whether orally or with a keyboard. For many, word processing has promoted a style of writing in which people test out phrases on the screen and then immediately revise them before moving forward with composing. In a recent study of 34 students using voicerecognition technology (Honeycutt, 2004) , I found students had an average accuracy rate of 94% when reading a prepared text to check the accuracy of their voice models; however, their accuracy rates began to plummet when they began composing actual essays. In poststudy interviews, most students cited recognition errors as their greatest obstacle in using the program, and many reported that voice recognition interfered with their normal style of writing in which they type out a few rough phrases or sentences and then revise before moving on to the next section. What this study clearly demonstrates is that achieving acceptable recognition accuracy entails much practice, almost to the exclusion of using the keyboard. Few people with embedded keyboarding skills will take the time for such practice unless they are convinced that it will increase the speed with which they are able to compose. But because of the initially low accuracy rates of voice recognition, the time saved using it to compose may be offset by the extra time spent proofreading and revising for recognition errors. Proofreading, of course, is necessary in keyboarding as well, but because of homonyms, voice-recognition technology might always require extremely close proofreading.
Keyboarding, however, is not the only input technology with which voice recognition will have to compete. In addition to speed and accuracy, people adopt such technologies because of convenience. Many technology companies, for example, are manufacturing input devices that draw on the tradition of handwriting. Personal digital assistants (PDAs) and the newer tablet PCs have a digital stylus to help users input data. Although convenient in some social situations in which keyboarding might be awkward, these input devices are considerably slower than keyboarding and in some situations can be just as inaccurate as voice recognition. Most support optional keyboards as a result.
We also cannot overlook the convergent possibilities of the cell phone. Already, digital audio recorders, such as the Olympus DS-3000 ® , can be used to replay prerecorded dictation sessions through a desktop voice-recognition program such as Dragon's NaturallySpeaking scholars and literacy theorists are beginning to speculate about how this emphasis on individual authorship is being changed by the advent of modern communication technologies. Although this impact is often portrayed in the media as a battle between the recording industry and those who download digital audio files off the Internet, it ultimately has much broader significance in protections for individual authors and future recognition of collective forms of authorship. Woodmansee (1994) , for one, believed that communication technologies are hastening the death of the individual author myth in Western culture:
As the collaborative nature of contemporary research and problemsolving fosters multiple authorship in more and more spheres, electronic technology is hastening the demise of the illusion that writing is solitary and originary. Even in the still relatively primitive applications that are widely available . . . the computer is dissolving the boundaries essential to the survival of our modern fiction of the author as the sole creator of unique, original works. . . . In a variety of ways, electronic communication seems to be assaulting the distinction between mine and thine that the modern authorship construct was designed to enforce. (pp. 25-26) Woodmansee (1994) referred primarily to interactive bulletin boards and annotated electronic texts, seeing them as analogous to the Renaissance commonplace book, in which the compiler "composed, transcribed, commented on, and reworked the writings of others-all in apparent indifference to the identity of their originators and without regard to ownership" (p. 27). In this regard, electronic technology might easily be seen as helping to revive the collective sense of memoria on which dictation so relied during the Middle Ages. Whether the collective nature of these technologies is any match for the powerful economic forces supporting copyright law and its monetary protection of individual authors remains to be seen.
But even if our composing memories become less individual and more collective, either through technical or social means, certain features of voice-recognition technology might prevent its use from being the collaborative effort that dictation was in past eras. In the technology's current state, accurate recognition rates depend on quiet environments without background noise; contrast that with a collaborating author's ability to type, as primary scribe, onto a projected computer screen during a noisy group invention session. Replicating such a scenario with voice recognition would be difficult. Just as the 318 JBTC / July 2004 Dictaphone turned collaborating scribes into mere transcriptionists during the early 20th century, voice recognition in its present state would tend to squelch the contributions of copresent collaborators and render primary responsibility for composing to the dictating author. In addition, at present the program's recognition of the dictating voice stream is tied to an individual voice model that is constructed when first using the program. Thus, those who have not created such a model during initialization are excluded from dictating; in contrast, keyboarding is open to anyone who has learned to type. Such limitations present serious impediments to the often acoustically messy work of copresent collaborative authoring.
Voice recognition could more easily be used, however, in distributed forms of collaboration in which contributors might dictate sections of a document or report at their private workstations and then email the resulting text to persons responsible for primary revision and editing. Or individuals might even dictate their section of a report to a portable digital audio recorder and then e-mail the audio file to the primary editor, who could run it through a voice-recognition program containing a model of the contributor's voice. Such centralized systems are already being used in medical transcription and may eventually be used in professional communication as well.
Such is the paradoxical nature of voice-recognition technology in its present state. The ability of this technology to decipher the human voice stream is so tenuous that it requires a physical isolation that is unnecessary for silent writers using a pen or keyboard. Future manifestations of the technology may lessen some of this need for acoustical isolation, but at present, voice-recognition technology seems to trap writers in the very Romantic garrets from which so many are eager to free them.
The Effects of Secondary Orality
As Ong (1982) and others have argued, our society appears to be entering a historical period in which the primacy of silent reading and writing is being contested by a secondary orality supported by various technologies. Few would contest the fact that television, radio, and the telephone have done much during the past century to displace the printed word as the focal point of Western literacy. Even written forms of professional communication seem to be more and more speech-like, especially as they are written in permeable electronic formats. As Baron (2000) has shown, most styles of English Honeycutt / LITERACY AND THE WRITING VOICE 319 writing-with the exception of 18th-century formal prose-have taken a decidedly conversational tone, especially as literacy has increased:
In the nineteenth century, mass schooling reinforced the growth of popular literacy that had begun to emerge in the eighteenth century, and the more oral, accessible style of middle-class novels and short stories became the norm. These trends have continued ever since. (p. 77) Past literacy researchers tended to view speech and writing as dichotomous forms of communication, but many linguists today (Biber, 1988; Chafe, 1985; Tannen, 1982) instead see them as polar ends of a continuum of various genres exhibiting elements of both modes. Dictation seems best situated along such a continuum at a point closer to writing than to speech, which has little in common with dictation in terms of context and purpose. With the exception of public speaking, speech is primarily interactive orality in the presence of others whereas dictation, in its most frequent form, is autonomous writing produced via the spoken word. Some aspects of written voice may be influenced by the act of speech dictation, but for the most part, dictation is a distinct form of writing and not a form of speech, at least for mature writers. Dictation today emulates a strong legacy of written literacy.
We cannot ignore, however, the fact that modern dictation takes place within a society that is quickly being dominated by oral forms of communication. The phenomenal rise of the cell phone as a tool of professional communication is testament to a technologized orality that seems to know no spatial or temporal bounds. But as Ong (1982) noted, secondary orality is decidedly different from the orality of the ancients because it is supported in so many ways by an underlying textual literacy. Although many may prize the convenience and speed of the cell phone, professional communicators still treasure the opportunities for reflection, thoroughness, and syntactical economy that writing affords. That may be why e-mail remains the most popular communication tool within many organizations; at Microsoft, for example, day-to-day communication between workers takes place predominately via e-mail, with very little occurring via telephone (Brown & Duguid, 2000) . E-mail may have many speech-like qualities due to our secondary orality, as Baron (2000) noted, but it also provides us with opportunities for reflection and revision traditionally afforded by silent writing. 320 JBTC / July 2004 issues complicate the picture, and Weber (2003) has described two competing visions of how dictation might be used in the medical profession's future. One involves a high-tech scenario in which all but a few older physicians use a host of mobile devices and input methods-including touch screen and both speech and handwriting recognition-to develop electronic health records from empirically refined templates and other codified input fields. In the other, lowtech, scenario, many physicians resist these new technology systems because they impede their traditional work flows and interactions with patients and use templates that limit the physician's freedom of expression. The future is often difficult to predict, but Weber believed that by 2006, the medical transcription industry will resemble a combination of these competing visions.
Even if recognition errors were completely eradicated, voice recognition's widespread adoption might rely more on whether an organization values conversations and other forms of oral literacy and is willing to support voice-recognition technology as a result. In organizations such as Microsoft, where most professional transactions take place via the embedded textual technology of keyboarding, voice recognition seems to have less chance of prospering than it does in, say, the medical profession. In addition, the nature of orality itself may hamper the adoption of voice recognition. As Shneiderman (2000) has argued, voice recognition has failed to be adopted widely beyond the disabled community because vocalization itself disrupts problem solving in general as both cognitive skills are handled by the same part of the brain. His argument, however, rests on theories about parts of the brain being dedicated to single mental functions and does not take into account the possibility of multiple forms of literacy in which some people, for example, might be more gifted speakers than others. Shneiderman's argument may hold true for many steeped in the fairly recent Western tradition of silent reading and writing, but those with developed oral literacy skills may find voice recognition an attractive alternative.
The embedded nature of silent writing itself may also be key to the technology's future adoption. If a new generation of young students is offered a choice of using either voice recognition or keyboarding or both, what will their decisions be, and what effect will they have on our concept of written literacy? Such a question might bring forth visions of future classrooms full of chattering verbal writers explicating their invention strategies with a combined decibel level rivaling that of the nearest airport. But as I mentioned earlier, the technical
